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Abstract
In order for robots to intelligently perform tasks with humans,
they must be able to access a broad set of background knowledge about the environments in which they operate. Unlike
other approaches, which tend to manually define the knowledge of the robot, our approach enables robots to actively
query the World Wide Web (WWW) to learn background
knowledge about the physical environment. We show that our
approach is able to search the Web to infer the probability that
an object, such as a “coffee,” can be found in a location, such
as a “kitchen.” Our approach, called ObjectEval, is able to
dynamically instantiate a utility function using this probability, enabling robots to find arbitrary objects in indoor environments. Our experimental results show that the interactive
version of ObjectEval visits 28% fewer locations than the version trained offline and 71% fewer locations than a baseline
approach which uses no background knowledge.

Introduction
Our aim is to make mobile robots that are able to intelligently perform tasks. In this paper, we investigate a find and
deliver task, where a person specifies an object in openended natural language (e.g., “coffee”) and the robot will
find and deliver the object to a specified destination (e.g.,
“GHC-8125”). This is a challenging problem because robots
have limited perceptual abilities and people use highly variable language when specifying a task. For example, since
our robot only has access to the type of a room (e.g., “office”
or “kitchen”), it will need learn the relationship between a
query object (e.g., “coffee”) and these room types. In addition, since a person may ask the robot to find any of thousands of objects, including a “coffee,” “pen,” or “papers,” the
robot will need to learn these relationships over all possible
query objects. The find and deliver task is easy for humans,
who have learned a large set of background knowledge from
experience with the environment; for robots, which have
limited access to such knowledge, it is much more challenging.
In this paper we introduce an approach, called ObjectEval, which addresses the challenges of the find and deliver
task by querying the Web. By downloading and categorizing
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a set of web-pages on-demand, ObjectEval learns the probability that a location (e.g., “kitchen”) will contain an object
(e.g., “coffee”). This probability is then dynamically incorporated into a utility function, which takes into account the
travel distance to a location, the number of human interactions required to get to a location, and the observation of the
object during previous executions at that location. ObjectEval then infers the maximum-utility plan corresponding to a
sequence of locations it should visit, asks a human to provide
it with the object, and then takes the object to a destination.
We evaluate ObjectEval in three ways. First, we show that
ObjectEval is able to predict the location of novel objects
against a baseline that is similar to Kollar and Roy (Kollar
and Roy 2009). Second, we show that ObjectEval is able to
efficiently and automatically find novel objects in a realistic
simulated environment consisting of 290 spaces of an office
building given only a topological map and the space types
(e.g., “office,” “bathroom” etc.). We further show that ObjectEval can improve its performance by learning from feedback it gets about the location of objects. Finally, we show
that a mobile office robot and can successfully find and deliver “coffee” to a room in our office building. This paper
builds on the preliminary work of Samadi et al. (Samadi,
Veloso, and Blum 2011) and Kollar et al. (Kollar, Samadi,
and Veloso 2012). The main contributions of this paper are:
• An approach for learning background knowledge about
the environment by querying the Web.
• An approach for finding and delivering objects that dynamically instantiates a utility function using the results
of a Web query, and which interactively learns about the
physical environment by getting feedback from humans.

Related Work
Exploring indoor environments has been studied as a part
of work on Simultaneous Localization and Mapping. Yamauchi (Yamauchi 1997) described a search process that
would incrementally explore new regions of the map. Our
baseline search which does not use background knowledge
is similar to this approach. Later work focused on balancing the trade-off between localization quality and the need
to explore new areas of the environment (Makarenko et al.
2002) (Stachniss, Grisetti, and Burgard 2005).
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Figure 1: Our robot searching for an object. In (a) the system gets a query to find a “coffee” and take it to room 7001. In (b) it
goes to the nearest kitchen. In (c), it asks a person to place a coffee on it. In (d), it gets the coffee and the person says that the
robot has the object. In (e), the robot delivers the object to its destination.
Searching for objects has received considerable interest in the robotics community. Much research has focused
on visual object search that does not leverage the Web
(Sjöö et al. 2009; Aydemir et al. 2011; Velez et al. 2011;
Joho, Senk, and Burgard 2011). Sjöö et al. (Sjöö et al. 2009)
present a method for search and localization of objects by
using an attention mechanism as a primary step in the recognition process. Using a combination of view planning and
visual search, the authors use existing computer vision algorithms to efficiently detect and localize different objects.
Aydemir et al. (Aydemir et al. 2011) builds on this by using spatial relations to perform large-scale visual search for
objects. Meger et al. Joho et al. (Joho, Senk, and Burgard
2011) focuses problem of finding an object with a mobile
robot in an initially unknown, structured environment. While
the primary focus is not on vision, they present two methods for object search. The first is a reactive search technique
based on objects in the robot’s immediate vicinity. The second is a global, inference-based approach that uses the object arrangements of example environments. Finally, Velez
et al. (Velez et al. 2011) considers the task of autonomously
navigating through the environment while mapping the location of objects. The authors describe an online any-time
framework where vantage points provide the most informative view of an object given a noisy object detector. Unlike
these approaches, our work uses help from humans to detect
and manipulate objects.
Researchers have begun to think about how robots might
be integrated with the Web. Meger et al. (Meger et al. 2008)
describe an integrated robotic platform that uses web-based
training data to train a visual object detector and then perform exploration, mapping, and active attention. Most similar to this work is Kollar et al. (Kollar and Roy 2009), who
used the co-occurrences in the labels from the Flickr photosharing website as a prior over where objects are located in
the physical environment. Posner et al. (Posner, Corke, and
Newman 2010) demonstrate a system that queries the Web to
help read the visible text in the scene. Tenorth et al. (Tenorth

et al. 2011) describe how information on the World Wide
Web and intended for human use might be useful for robots.
Finally, there has been much work that is focused on using the Web to extract information. Many approaches use
pointwise mutual information (PMI), which is able to measure the semantic similarity of different words (Turney 2001;
Turney and Littman 2003; Soderl et al. July 2004; Magnini
et al. 2002). The performance of all of these techniques depends on the accuracy of search engine hit counts. To address the fact that search engine hit counts change daily and
are otherwise unreliable, Downey et al. (Downey, Etzioni,
and Soderl 2005) developed a combinatorial “balls-andurns” model (Urns model) that uses the redundancy of the
same extraction from different sources to compute the probability of the correctness. Finally, the Never-Ending Language Learner (NELL) addresses actively reads the Web,
learning structured information from the unstructured webpages (Carlson et al. 2010).

ObjectEval
Our approach, called ObjectEval, enables a robot with limited sensing to search for an object. By using symbiotic autonomy the robot is able to ask people to help it perform
tasks, including manipulation and object detection (Rosenthal, Biswas, and Veloso 2010; Biswas and Veloso 2012). To
find an object, the robot must therefore (1) receive a command to find an object (e.g., “coffee”) and take it to a destination (e.g., room 7001), (2) compute a sequence of locations to visit by maximizing long-term utility, (3) visit a
location, (4) ask a person to retrieve the object and finally
(5) if there, deliver the object to the destination or if not, go
to the next location to look for the object. An example of our
robot finding a “coffee” can be seen in Figure 1.

Model
ObjectEval takes as input an object name (e.g., papers) and a
destination room (e.g., room 8120), and returns a plan consisting of locations that robot should visit. Finding objects

requires trading off different objectives including: the number of interactions with people, the distance traveled, the existence of objects at previously visited locations, and probability of finding an object in a location. ObjectEval combines
these objectives into a utility function that, when maximized,
generates a plan that the robot can execute to find an object
effectively. If O is an object name (e.g., “papers”), and U is
the utility function, then the problem can be formulated as
finding the plan that maximizes the utility:
arg max U (plan|O)

(1)

plan

p(lj =kitchen|O = coffee)

The plan is broken down into a sequence of steps (plani ),
each of which visit a location and ask for an object from a
person. The robot receives a reward (R) when it executes ith
step of the plan. The current step in the plan is successful
with probability p(plani |O).
U (plan|O) =

N
X

In order to find the plan with a maximum utility, the robot
must be able to compute p(li |O). This term connects a query
object O (e.g., “papers”) to a location type in the environment (e.g., “printer room”). Connecting a query word for
an object to a place where the robot can find the object
is challenging because there are thousands of different object names people might use. We calculate the probability
p(li |O) by querying the Web for the validity of the predicate
locationHasObject(l,O) over all location types l. For example:

p(plani |O) × R(plani , O)

(2)

i=1

In order to capture the objective of finding objects quickly,
the reward at each step is broken down into three components:
R(plani , O) = D(plani ) × I(plani ) × F (plani , O)

(3)

Since the robot should consider plans that travel as little as
possible, we include the reward D, which is dependent on
the distance the robot travels. D is computed by subtracting
the distance traveled from the maximum distance the robot
could travel. Since people are used as a part of the search
process to find and manipulate objects, we include the reward I, which is dependent on the number of interactions
that the robot has with a person. I is computed by subtracting the number of interactions required to search a location
for an object from the maximum number of interactions the
robot will need to search any location. Finally, in order to
take advantage of feedback from people, we include the reward F , which uses previous searches to help search for objects. The value of F is 1 if a query object has been seen
at the search location, 0.5 if the location has not been explored, and 0 if it is known not to exist there. Although F
is fixed in this paper, learning a dynamic model for how objects move would enable ObjectEval to handle cases where
the query object moves between different locations in the
environment.
The second component of Equation 2 requires us to compute the probability of a part of the plan. As a proxy for
the probability of the plan, we use the probability that the
location at the ith step of the plan will contain an object
given that the object was not seen at the previously visited locations in the plan. If lj is multinomial over location
types (e.g., “office,” “printer room,” “bathroom”) and O is
the query object, then the we can compute this probability
as:


i−1
Y
p(plani |O) ≈ 
(1 − p(lj |O)) × p(li |O)
(4)
j=1

, p(locationHasObject(kitchen, coffee))

(5)

In the next section we describe how ObjectEval obtains the
probability of instances of the predicate locationHasObject.

Querying the Web
The World Wide Web (WWW) contains an enormous
amount of semantic information that might be useful for
robots. In this paper, we investigate the use of the semantic
information on the Web to predict the location of objects in
real-world environments. We expect that objects physically
present in a location will be found frequently on the Web.
For example, one of the top search results for the object “paper” and the location “printer room” is, “There is no more
paper in the printer room, where can I find some more?”
For objects unrelated to the location, such as “papers” and
“elevator” there are fewer pages which often describe less
sensical events such as, “Call for Papers, The International
Space Elevator Consortium (ISEC) invites you to join us in
Washington State.” Therefore, we expect that the word patterns for related terms will be predictive, while un-related
terms will be less predictive. Figure 2 shows example of text
snippets that are found on the Web for object “papers” and
locations “printer room” and “bathroom.”
ObjectEval will compute the probability from Equation 5
by converting predicate instances in first-order logic, such
as locationHasObject(papers, printer room), into a search
query such as { “papers”, “printer room”}. These search
queries can return hundreds or thousands of the most relevant web-pages that relate these terms. The search query
includes both the name of the location type and the name
of the query object in order to retrieve highly relevant webpages. In contrast, a search query such as “papers” will return both relevant and irrelevant web-pages for determining
if “papers” can be found in a “printer room.”
The text on the web-pages that is most relevant to a predicate instance will be near the search terms. We therefore extract text snippets from each of the web-pages that include
up to 10 words before, after, and in between the query object
and location words. If there are multiple text snippets extracted from the same web-page, we merge them into a single text snippet. Each of the text snippets is then transformed
into a feature vector, where each element corresponds to
the frequency of a distinct word in the text snippet. The dimension of the vector is equal to the total number of distinct words that exist in the training data. All the stop words
have been deleted, since we expect these features to only add

text snippets extracted for each search query

“papers” “printer room”

“papers” “kitchen”

•

• “Buy kitchen tissues or hard roll…. We are the leading
manufacturer and supplier offer tissue papers ….”
• “...How to Organize a Kitchen & Every Day Papers. April 14,
2011. My Organization Systems: Silverware is right next ….”

“… some documents or to receive printed papers from the
printer room. Then I have to lock the console when …”
• “ …Well I plan to put all of the unfetched papers from
the printer room in her office, just to see what happens …”
classifying text snippets into location types
(
printer room,
kitchen)
“… some documents or to
receive printed papers from
the printer room. Then I have
to lock the console when …”

“ …Well I plan to put all of the
unfetched papers from
the printer room in her office,
just to see what happens…”

“Buy kitchen tissues or hard
roll …. We are the leading
manufacturer and supplier
offer tissue papers….”

#(printer room) = 3
#(kitchen) = 1

“...How to Organize a Kitchen &
Every Day Papers. April 14,
2011. My Organization Systems:
Silverware is right next to…”

𝑝 𝑙𝑖 = 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚 | 𝑂 = 𝑝𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 0.75
𝑝 𝑙𝑖 = 𝑘𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑛 | 𝑂 = 𝑝𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 0.25

Figure 2: Querying the Web to find the maximum probability location of “papers.” In this example, two location types exist:
printer room and kitchen. A Web search for “papers,” “printer room” and “papers,” “kitchen” returns a set of web-pages from
which text snippets are extracted. The features of these text snippets are then categorized as one of the location types. The
red border indicates that the text snippet was categorized as a “kitchen” and the green border indicates it was categorized as a
“printer room.” The frequency of the resulting categorization is then used to compute the maximum likelihood probability of
each location given a query object.
noise to the learning. Figure 2 shows an example of the text
snippet that is found in one of the returned web-pages for
query {“Papers” “Printer Room”}. Some of the extracted
features include: {documents, printed, office, unfetched}.
To find which location type should be assigned to a webpage, we train an SVM classifier that takes the feature vector for the web-page as an input and learns a multi-class
classifier that outputs one of the location types. The classifier is trained using the web-pages resulting from a corpus of predicate instances. These instances can come from
human annotation or from a robot interacting with the environment. ObjectEval only needs positive examples of the
locationHasObject predicate since the SVM is a multi-class
classifier over all location types.
Thus, given a query object O, ObjectEval will create a set
of predicate instances over all locations l in the environment
(Figure 2). If papers is given as an object query and we have
only two location types in the environment, printer room
and kitchen, then ObjectEval formulates two search queries:
{“papers” “printer room”} and {“papers” “kitchen”}. Each
search query then returns a set of the highest ranked webpages from a Web search engine1 . Text snippets are then extracted for each of the web-pages as shown in the top box
of Figure 2. The result of classification on all of the text
snippets is shown by two colors: green means that the ObjectEval has classified the text snippet to location “kitchen”
and red means that ObjectEval has classified it as “printer
room”. In total, three of the text snippets are classified as
1

such as Bing, www.bing.com

“printer room” and one is classified as “kitchen”. This leads
to a probability of 0.75 (3/4) for object “papers” to be found
in “printer room” and a probability of 0.25 (1/4) for “papers”
to be found in the “kitchen.”

Inferring a Plan
ObjectEval searches over candidate plans to maximize the
utility function in Equation 1. We use a beam search with
a beam width of 10 and search up to depth N = 10 in the
search tree. At each step of the search, a new plan step plani
is added to the overall plan. Each plan step plani can visit
any of the locations in the test environment to find an object.
The beam search disallows loops by preventing plans from
revisiting previously visited locations.

Evaluation
ObjectEval is evaluated in three primary ways. First, we
query the Web to predict the probability distribution p(li |O)
described in our model over a set of test objects. Secondly, a
set of simulated commands were executed for three floors of
an office building. Finally, we have demonstrated ObjectEval on our robotic platform.

Predicting the Location of Objects
We have collected a corpus of 134 unique instances for the
predicate locationHasObject for the “kitchen,” “bathroom,”
“office,” and “printer room” locations. These instances were
acquired by asking subjects on Amazon’s mechanical Turk
to look at pictures of each location type and describe objects
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Figure 3: In (a) is the precision/recall curve for the 45 test predicate instances. In (b) is the F1-score for the 45 test predicate
instances when training on a subset of the training dataset.
that tend to reside there. The data is split by randomly choosing 68% of data for training and 32% for testing. ObjectEval
is trained and tested by using the first 20 web-pages that are
returned by the search engine. Table 1 shows the result for
a subset of the test objects. ObjectEval is able to correctly
determine the most likely location for most objects. It incorrectly classifies “whiteout” to be found in “bathroom.”
ObjectEval also chooses “bathroom” as the most likely location for “cup”. Although this is correct in some environments (e.g. hotels), we generally expect robot to find “cup”
in either a “kitchen” or an “office”. The results show that
by requesting more specific query such as “coffee cup,” ObjectEval will change its classification to the “kitchen.”
ObjectEval was then evaluated using precision, recall, and
F1 (which is a combination of precision and recall) over this
dataset. The ESP baseline replaces web search with a search
over tag documents that contain the search terms (von Ahn
and Dabbish 2004) in order to provide comparison to (Kollar
and Roy 2009). Figure 3(a) shows that the model trained on
ESP performs worse than ObjectEval, which likely happens
because few locations are tagged in the ESP dataset.
Finally, the speed at which ObjectEval learns was evaluated. Figure 3(b) shows the F1-score of ObjectEval when
increasing the number of predicate instances used for the
training. The results are obtained by training on a subset of
the training instances and evaluating on all of the test instances. The result, somewhat surprisingly, shows that ObjectEval achieves a high F1 value even when it uses a few
training examples. For example, it achieves a F1 score of
about 60% when it uses only 6 training examples for the
training. ObjectEval learns quickly because a single training
instance could return thousands or millions of web-pages.
For example, the number of documents referencing “papers”
and “printer room” is 61,200 according to Google. This result indicates that ObjectEval might be trained even with
only a few predicate instances.

Object
Bathroom
coffee
marker
pen
toner
scissors
whiteout
laptop
papers
cup
coffee cup
speakers

Location Types
Printer Room Kitchen

0.08
0.33
0.15
0.05
0.26
0.66
0.1
0
0.42
0
0.34

0.02
0.53
0.27
0.87
0.01
0.02
0.48
0.17
0.1
0.01
0.06

0.72
0.08
0.23
0.02
0.61
0.24
0.08
0.13
0.36
0.73
0.25

Office
0.18
0.06
0.35
0.06
0.12
0.08
0.34
0.7
0.12
0.27
0.35

Table 1: The probability that ObjectEval assigns to different
test objects for each location type. The location type with
maximum probability is shown as bold.

Simulated Experiments
We have created a large simulated environment to evaluate
how ObjectEval will search for objects. Since the simulator
uses exactly the same procedures as the physical robot, the
number of interactions (I) will be exactly the same as on
the real robot. In general, when the robot asks for an object,
a person must answer two questions and when it is moving
between floors (using the elevator) a person must answer five
questions.
To simulate the objects present in the building, we have
created a semantic map of 290 spaces over three floors of
an office building that contain names for objects and locations present in each space. This was done by asking subjects on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to label images of 46
rooms with the location and objects present. These labels
were transferred to spaces for which we were not able to
acquire images by sampling from the data collected from
Mechanical Turk. To test the ability of ObjectEval to search
for objects, we have selected 80 object types that were not a
part of the training set. ObjectEval was given only the loca-

Approach

Visited locations
Mean Standard
Error

Distance
Mean Standard
Error

Interactions
Mean Standard
Error

Baseline
ObjectEval (offline)
ObjectEval (interactive)

35.8
14.3
10.2

69.6
33.9
32.5

71.5
28.7
20.5

6.1
4.3
3.8

7.2
4.6
4.4

12.3
8.6
7.7

tion types (e.g., “kitchen” or “printer room”) and a map of
the environment. For each query object, a random location
is chosen as the object delivery destination.
We evaluate ObjectEval in two scenarios: offline mode
and interactive mode. In the offline mode, ObjectEval learns
the probability from Equation 4 by using a small dataset of
predicate instances consisting of objects and a place where
that object can generally be found. In interactive mode, the
robot starts performing the find and deliver task in an unknown environment without this training data. By interacting with people, ObjectEval acquires examples of objects
and the corresponding place where the object was found.
This is then used to learn a model of p(li |O) in Equation 4.
When the robot finds an object in a location, it adds this
to the current set of training instances. ObjectEval will then
search the Web and use the resulting web-pages as additional
training examples that relate the object to the observed location.
Table 2 shows the results of different approaches that have
been used to find objects. The baseline only uses the distance
and interaction terms of Equation 2 to greedily generate the
next location to visit and uses no semantic information about
the environment. ObjectEval maximizes the expected utility
Equation 2 in both offline or interactive modes.
There is a clear downward trend in the number of visited
locations and number of interactions for ObjectEval when
compared with this baseline, indicating that the system is
learning about the physical environment. Surprisingly, the
interactive mode of ObjectEval achieves better results then
the offline version of ObjectEval. Since the training data
from Mechanical Turk can be different from the objects and
the locations that are found by the robot, the interactive version ObjectEval may have an advantage since it learns the
locations of objects directly in the test environment. The offline version starts with a biased set of data (obtained from
Mechanical Turk) that may not accurately reflect the realworld. For example, people from Mechanical Turk have annotated “cup” or “glasses” as example of objects that can
be found in bathroom. However, in our office environment
these objects are expected to be found in offices. By training
on these examples, the offline version of ObjectEval would
be biased toward finding these objects in bathroom, whereas
the interactive version does not have this problem because it
only uses training data about objects in the environment.
Although the number of visited locations in Table 2 may

#Visited Locations

Table 2: Average and standard error for the number of visited locations, distance and number of interactions for different
approaches. The baseline uses only the terms for interaction I and distance D from Equation 2. ObjectEval (offline) uses batch
training and ObjectEval (interactive) is given no training data, but instead uses the presence of objects in locations to update the
probability of a location given the object as it performs a search (as from Equation 2).

ObjectEval
Baseline
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Figure 4: The number of locations visited by the robot before
finding the query object for the interactive mode of ObjectEval (red line) and the baseline (green line). The data is sorted
by the number of visited locations per simulation run.

seem high, the interactive version of ObjectEval finds 80%
of the objects within five locations or less, whereas the baseline finds only 39% in the same five locations. One reason
that this term is high is because of a high penalty for choosing the wrong location. For example, if the robot incorrectly
classifies “soap” as being in an “office”, it will have to search
an order of magnitude more locations because the environment contains hundreds of offices, whereas it only contains
a few bathrooms.
Finally, we have profiled the number of locations visited
before finding an object. Figure 4 shows the result when a
search for 20 objects is repeated 5 times starting from different initial location to obtain 100 runs. The figure shows
that ObjectEval, after having gathered only a few facts, has
quickly learned to execute efficient plans to find objects
when compared with the baseline approach.

Robot Experiments
We have demonstrated the ability of ObjectEval to find and
deliver an object on our mobile office assistant robot. We
have queried ObjectEval for a “coffee” and asked it to deliver the object to office “7001.” The robot drove to the nearest kitchen and asked for a coffee. When a person came by,
they placed a coffee on the robot and the robot returned to
7001 with the coffee. This search can be seen in Figure 1.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an approach, called ObjectEval, which is able to find and deliver objects in realworld environments. We have shown that our system learns
to query the Web to evaluate the probability of physical
background knowledge that relates objects and locations.
In addition, we present an approach for finding and delivering objects that integrates information about object locations from the Web, and interactively learns about the physical environment by getting feedback from humans. We have
shown promising results over a baseline approach and have
demonstrated our system on a mobile robot navigating in an
indoor environment.
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